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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT 

 

Appeals Court No. 2016-P-1675 

 

GEORGE CAPLAN, et al. 

Plaintiffs-Appellants 

 

 v. 

 

TOWN OF ACTON 

Defendant-Appellee 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ APPLICATION FOR DIRECT REVIEW  

IN THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT 

 

(1) Request for Direct Appellate Review 

  Plaintiffs, 13 taxpaying residents of the 

Defendant Town of Acton,1 request direct review by the 

Supreme Judicial Court of an order entered by the 

Honorable Leila R. Kern of the Superior Court of 

Middlesex County denying Plaintiffs’ motion for a 

preliminary injunction to enjoin the Town’s disbursement 

of two proposed grants of $100,737 to Acton 

Congregational Church, pursuant to Massachusetts’s 

Community Preservation Act.  Addendum 1 (Ref. 9);2 

                                                           
1 Plaintiffs are: George Caplan, Jim Conboy, G. Stodel 

Friedman, Daniel Gilfix, Maria Greene, Jesse Levine, 

Dave Luner, Allen Nitschelm, Scott Smyers, William 

Alstrom, Jennifer Brown, William Brown, and David 

Caplan. 
2 Consistent with Massachusetts Appellate Procedure 

Rule 11(b), a certified copy of the docket entries in 

the trial court is appended to this application as 

Addendum 1 and specific docket entries are cited by 

reference number. 
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Addendum 2 (Order).  The Town approved the use of this 

money to refurbish stained glass windows with religious 

imagery, and to make other repairs that would improve 

the condition of the Church for its congregants. 

The Anti-Aid Amendment to the Massachusetts 

Constitution prohibits the “use of public money . . . 

for the purpose of founding, maintaining or aiding any 

church . . .”  Mass. Const. amend. Art. XVIII, § 2 (as 

amended by arts. XLVI and CIII).  The Proposed Grants 

provide public money for maintaining the Church.  This 

Court has never interpreted the Anti-Aid Amendment to 

permit this kind of direct public funding of an active 

house of worship.  The Superior Court elided this clear 

Constitutional prohibition by applying a balancing test 

developed by this Court for funding of private 

charitable and non-profit organizations that are not 

houses of worship. It compounded the error by applying 

the test to the CPA rather than to the challenged grants 

made by the Town. 

If allowed to stand, this approach would mean that 

as long as a statute does not on its face violate the 

Anti-Aid Amendment, but instead delegates funding 

decisions to state agencies or smaller units of 

government, state money may be used to fund religious 

institutions, not just in this this instance, but 

regularly.  That interpretation would strip the Anti-
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Aid Amendment of any real meaning or effect, contrary to 

this Court’s jurisprudence.  This cannot be so.  This 

Court should directly review the Superior Court’s Order 

to ensure that the Anti-Aid Amendment remains the bar 

against public support of religious activity that it was 

intended to be.  

(2) Statement of Prior Proceedings 

On July 7, 2016, Plaintiffs filed George Caplan, et 

al. v. Town of Acton, Massachusetts, C.A. No. 

1681CV01933, in the Superior Court of Middlesex County 

under the Ten Taxpayer Statute (Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. Ch. 

40, §53), seeking a declaration that the Proposed Grants 

violate the Anti-Aid Amendment and an injunction 

prohibiting the disbursements.  Addendum 1 (Ref. 1).  On 

August 15, Plaintiffs filed a motion for preliminary 

injunction, Defendant’s opposition, and Plaintiffs’ 

reply.  Addendum 1 (Ref. 6).  After oral argument on 

September 14 Judge Kern issued the Order denying 

Plaintiff’s motion.  Addendum 1 (Ref. 9); Addendum 2.   

At the oral argument, Judge Kern also granted the 

Town’s motion for protective order, thereby denying 

Plaintiffs discovery from the Town and the Church 

regarding the purpose of the Proposed Grants and the 

substantial assistance that the grants would confer on 

the Church.  The trial court’s conclusions regarding the 

purpose and impact of the Proposed Grants were central 
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to its denial of Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary 

injunction.  The Order is stayed by agreement of the 

parties pending appellate resolution. 

(3) Statement of Facts 

This case involves the Town’s proposed grants to 

the Church under the Community Preservation Act (CPA).3  

Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. Ch. 44B, § 2.  The CPA provides 

public funding to municipalities for, among other 

things, “the acquisition, creation and preservation of 

historic resources.”  Id.  Towns that participate in the 

program must set up a Community Preservation Fund, which 

is funded through a combination of disbursements from a 

state-administered trust fund and a surcharge on local 

property taxes.  Id. §§ 3, 7, 10.  Each town administers 

its preservation funds through a Community Preservation 

Committee, which makes recommendations that must be 

approved by the town’s government.  Id. § 5. 

In November 2015, Acton Congregational Church 

submitted two grant applications to the Acton Community 

Preservation Committee.  In its cover letter, the Church 

explained that it seeks public funds to make up for 

declining membership and contributions that are 

                                                           
3 The complaint also references a proposed grant of 

$15,000 to South Acton Congregational Church.  The 

Town’s counsel has informed Plaintiffs’ counsel that 

South Acton Congregational Church has withdrawn its 

application for that grant, thereby mooting that 

portion of the Lawsuit.   
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inadequate to meet the Church’s goals in serving its 

congregation: 

As you may know, mainstream churches have not 

been growing for years, and the financial 

strain is significant. ACC has weathered the 

storm better than many churches, but the 

reality is that we have had to cut programs 

and personnel. The cuts can further exacerbate 

the financial problem by not offering the 

congregation what draws them to their church. 

With that in mind, the long list of 

maintenance and capital improvement projects 

get delayed before we cut programs, but there 

are many things that we’ve had to fix. 

 

Pls.’ Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for Prelim. Inj. Ex. A 

(“Cover Letter”) (Refs. 6.1, 6.12) at 2 (emphasis 

added). 

The “Master Plan” Application 

 Acton Congregational Church’s first application was 

for $49,500 for a “Master Plan for Historic Preservation 

of the Evangelical Church, John Fletcher House and Abner 

Hosmer House.” None of these buildings are listed on the 

national or state historic registers; the Town describes 

them as “contributors” to historic districts.4 

The application explains that the Evangelical 

Church building dates back to 1846 and “shows the signs 

of 170+ years of wear”: 

In the sanctuary building, this is evident in 

the bell tower, stained glass windows, and the 

exterior building envelope (windows, doors, 

siding, and roof). Insufficient building 

                                                           
4 Town’s Mem. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 

Bartl Aff. (Ref. 6.3) at ¶ 11. 
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insulation and leaky roofs and walls have 

caused extensive ceiling and wall damage over 

a number of years. These conditions will 

continue to threaten extensive damage to the 

interior of the building until they are 

corrected. 

 

Pls.’ Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for Prelim. Inj. Ex. F 

(“Master Plan Application”) (Refs. 6.1, 6.12) at 4. 

 “As part of the effort to restore and protect” the 

Evangelical Church building and two rental properties 

owned by the Church, the Church “proposes to hire an 

architectural consultant to thoroughly investigate each 

of the 3 historic buildings to identify all the needs of 

each building in order to protect and preserve these 

historic assets for future generations.”  Id. at 1.  

 In its cover letter, the Church said that “[t]he 

Master Plan will be used not only for further CPC 

applications, but also to apply for other local, state 

and federal funding.”  Cover Letter at 1.  In other 

words, the Master Plan is intended to be a publicly 

funded first step toward obtaining more public funding 

for repairs, refurbishment, and improvements to the 

Church. The total cost of the Master Plan is $55,000; 

Acton Congregational Church requested $49,500 of that 

amount from the Town.  Master Plan Application at 1. 

The Stained-Glass Window Application 

Acton Congregational Church’s second application 

was for a $41,000 grant to pay for “Evangelical Church 

Stained Glass Window Preservation.”  Pls.’ Mem. in Supp. 
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of Mot. for Prelim. Inj. Ex. G (“Stained-Glass Window 

Application”) (Refs. 6.1, 6.12).  The funds would be 

spent on improvements to the eight “major stained glass 

windows of the [Church’s] sanctuary building.”  Id. at 

2, 3. According to the application, the stained-glass 

windows are “an integral part” of the Evangelical 

Church.  Id. at 6.  The improvements would include 

“replac[ing] missing or broken pieces of glass” and 

providing new sealing and glazing for the glass.  Id. at 

1. 

According to the Church, the windows are currently 

covered by “cloudy” exterior plexiglass, so “the beauty 

of the glass cannot be appreciated outside of the 

church.” Id. The new sealing and glazing would provide 

“complete transparency to the beauty of the stained 

glass.” Id. at 6. The application explains that CPA 

“funding of the stabilization of the stained glass 

windows of” the Evangelical Church “also helps ACC 

continue to be a prominent and positive part of Acton 

here in the center of Town.” Id. at 6-7.  

Stained-glass windows that would be restored have 

expressly religious imagery. “The most prominent stained 

glass window, which is visible from Concord Road . . . 

is a double window which depicts Jesus and a kneeling 

woman.” Id. at cover page, 2.  Another stained-glass 

window includes a cross and the hymnal phrase “Rock of 
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Ages Cleft for Me.” Id. at 13. Two stained-glass windows 

are described in the application as “Altar Windows.” Id. 

at 12. The desired improvements would thus enhance and 

make more visible the religious messages of the windows, 

both within and outside the Church. 

The Church requested $41,000 of the $45,600 

projected total cost of the work.  Id. at 1. 

Town Approval of the Church’s Two Applications 

On February 11, 2016, the Town’s Community 

Preservation Committee recommended the Church’s two 

applications for CPA funding.  At the April 4 Annual 

Town Meeting, voters approved appropriations to the 

Church of $100,737.5  Pls.’ Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for 

Prelim. Inj. Ex. J (“Town Warrant”) (Refs. 6.1, 6.12) at 

72.6      

(4) Statement of Issues of Law 

1. Do the Proposed Grants violate the Anti-Aid 

Amendment’s prohibition against the “use of public 

money . . . for the purpose of . . . maintaining or 

aiding any church . . .”?   

2. Did the trial court misapply the three-factor test 

set forth in Helmes v. Commonwealth, 406 Mass. 873 

                                                           
5 The Town approved $49,500 as requested for the Master 

Plan Glass project and $51,237 (rather than the 

$41,000 requested) for the Stained Glass project.   
6 The Town Warrant incorrectly stated that the three 

buildings of the Acton Congregational Church are 

listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  

Town Warrant at 77. 
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(1990), in determining whether the grants of public 

funds for the maintenance of a church comply with 

the Anti-Aid Amendment? 

3. Did the trial court err in denying Plaintiffs’ 

requests for discovery into the purpose of the 

Proposed Grants and the assistance they would 

confer upon the Church? 
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(5) Argument 

The Superior Court approved something that this 

Court has never sanctioned:  the grant of public funds 

to an active house of worship. 

The Anti-Aid Amendment prohibits the “use of public 

money . . . for the purpose of . . . maintaining or 

aiding any church,” full stop.  The trial court should 

have enjoined the Proposed Grants based on this clear 

constitutional mandate not to aid or maintain churches 

using public funds.  Instead, the court applied the 

balancing test developed by this Court under entirely 

different circumstances than direct aid to a church.  

Helmes v. Commonwealth, 406 Mass. 873 (1990) (money to 

repair battleship); Commonwealth v. Sch. Comm. of 

Springfield, 382 Mass. 665 (1981) (funds to educate 

special needs students). 

Even if the Helmes guidelines did apply to direct 

aid to houses of worship, the trial court misapplied 

them to the State’s Community Preservation Act, rather 

than to the Proposed Grants.  If the Helmes guidelines 

are applied, instead, to the Town’s decisions, then the 

conclusion still is that the Proposed Grants violate the 

Anti-Aid Amendment. 

 Finally, the trial court denied Plaintiffs’ 

requests for discovery into Acton’s improper purpose in 
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granting funds to the Church and the resulting 

substantial aid to the Church.  

I. THE ANTI-AID AMENDMENT’S PLAIN LANGUAGE 

PROHIBITS THESE GRANTS  

 

In 1918, this express prohibition was added to the 

Amendment: “no [] grant, appropriation or use of public 

money . . . shall be made or authorized for the purpose 

of founding, maintaining or aiding any church, religious 

denomination or society.” Id. at 40 n.10.   Proponents 

of this prohibition 

urged that liberty of conscience was infringed 

whenever a citizen was taxed to support the 

religious institutions of others; that the 

churches would benefit in independence and 

dignity by not relying on governmental 

support; and, more generally or colloquially, 

that to promote civic harmony the irritating 

question of religion should be removed from 

politics as far as possible, and with it the 

unseemly and potentially dangerous scramble of 

religious institutions for public funds in 

ever-increasing amounts.  

 

Id. at 39 (citing 1 Debates in the Massachusetts 

Constitutional Convention, 1917–1918, at 68, 74–79, 161–

164 (1919)).  

This Court has never before considered whether the 

Anti-Aid Amendment applies to public funds paid to a 

house of worship—perhaps because the prohibition is so 

obvious.  The Proposed Grants would indisputably 

“maintain[] or aid[]” Acton Congregational Church by 

taxing Plaintiffs “to support the religious institutions 

of others” by supporting the Church as a whole, funding 
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a comprehensive study of “all the needs of [the] 

building.” Master Plan Application at 1, 4, 12. And the 

Stained-Glass Window grant would improve the stained-

glass windows in the Church’s sanctuary—not just 

maintaining “an integral part” of the Evangelical 

Church’s sanctuary, Stained-Glass Window Application at 

6, but also making the windows’ expressly religious 

imagery, including a depiction of Jesus, much more 

visible to passersby, id. at cover page, 1, 2, 6, 11, 

13. 

Acton Congregational Church’s cover letter to its 

grant applications is a candid plea for public financial 

support for its religious mission. Because of “financial 

strain,” the Church has “had to cut programs and 

personnel,” and those “cuts can further exacerbate the 

financial problem by not offering the congregation what 

draws them to their church.” Cover Letter at 2 (emphasis 

added).     

Rather than enforce this prohibition, the trial 

court was “guided by the three factors outlined in Helmes 

v. Commonwealth, 406 Mass. 873, 876 (1990).”  Addendum 

2 at 2.   Helmes involved the State’s funding of the 

rehabilitation of a battleship for educational purposes 

and as a memorial to Commonwealth veterans.  The Court 

used a three-factor balancing test to determine that 

this indirect funding of a public, nonreligious project 
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did not violate the Anti-Aid Amendment’s prohibition 

against aid to charities.  The Helmes balancing test 

effectively recognizes that there are circumstances in 

which an “infirmary, hospital, institution, primary or 

secondary school, or charitable or religious 

undertaking” may provide non-religious services to the 

public.  That is entirely different from aid to 

“churches, religious denominations, and societies” named 

separately in the Amendment, which necessarily have a 

religious mission as their primary purpose.   

Before this case, Helmes has never been applied to 

permit government funding of an active house of worship.  

To do so subjects a clear, unambiguous Constitutional 

mandate to a multi-factored balancing test that is 

neither necessary nor appropriate.   

II. THE PROPOSED GRANTS FAIL THE HELMES TEST 

A. The Superior Court Erred By Evaluating the 

Constitutionality of the CPA Statute Rather Than 

the Challenged Grants 

 

Even if the Helmes balancing test is extended to 

direct aid to churches, the Superior Court misapplied 

that test so as to effectively abrogate the Anti-Aid 

Amendment.   

 In Helmes, this Court asked: (1) “whether the 

purpose of the challenged statute is to aid [a private 

charity]; (2) whether the statute does in fact 

substantially aid [a private charity]; and (3) whether 
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the statute avoids the political and economic abuses 

which prompted the passage of [the Anti-Aid Amendment].” 

Helmes, 406 Mass. at 876.  The Superior Court misapplied 

these guidelines to the CPA statute itself, rather than 

the Proposed Grants.  In so doing, the Court missed a 

critical distinction between Helmes and this case, 

because Plaintiffs do not challenge the 

constitutionality of the CPA.  See Addendum 2 at 2-4. 

In Helmes, the statute itself effected one-time 

funding of a charitable corporation. But the CPA, like 

many funding statutes, operates in perpetuity, with 

numerous appropriation decisions made by local 

governmental entities every year.  Nothing in Helmes 

limits the application of its three factors to an 

authorizing statute rather than to allocations of money 

made pursuant to the authorizing statute. 

If such “retail” funding decisions are shielded 

from judicial review, as the trial court has effectively 

suggested, a town’s decision to refurbish a temple arc 

holding religious scrolls or a baptismal font through a 

CPA grant would also be immune from scrutiny merely 

because the General Assembly had secular goals when it 

passed a general statute appropriating funds to 

municipalities, without a thought for the specific 

payments that a town might someday make to a church over 

the explicit bar of the Anti-Aid Amendment.  Even a 
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town’s decision to issue grants solely to houses of 

worship for a single denomination—a clear case of 

unlawful religious discrimination—would entirely evade 

review because the CPA did not specifically proscribe 

that sort of grant, notwithstanding that the 

Massachusetts Constitution already did, and must always 

be controlling.  

B. A Principal Purpose of the Grants Is to Aid the 
Church. 

 

If one of the “primary purposes” of aid is 

impermissible, the aid is impermissible. Id.  The 

“purpose” analysis looks beyond the “articulated 

purpose” of the funding, Springfield, 382 Mass. at 676, 

and considers its “anticipated functioning,” Op. of the 

Justices, 401 Mass. 1201, 1206 (1987). 

The Church’s cover letter explained that it seeks 

public money for work needed on all aspects of its 

buildings so that the Church can spend its own money on 

“offering the congregation what draws them to their 

church.” Cover Letter at 2.  This candid acknowledgement 

confirms that “one of the primary purposes of [the 

Proposed Grants], if not [their] only purpose,” see Op. 

of the Justices, 401 Mass. at 1208, is to aid the 

Church’s religious functions. The Town’s interest in 

historic preservation does not cure this 

unconstitutionality.   
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C. The Proposed Grants Would Provide Substantial 
Assistance to the Church. 

 

The trial court essentially ignored the 

“substantial-assistance” element of the Helmes 

guidelines, Addendum 2 at 3, by determining that the CPA 

itself is constitutional, id. at 4.   Even more so than 

the “purpose factor,” the assessment of “substantial 

assistance” must specifically address the identity of 

the recipient of government aid and the use to which the 

aid is put.   

 “Substantial assistance” occurs when state aid 

supports the institution in carrying out its “essential 

enterprise.” Op. of the Justices, 401 Mass. at 1209; 

accord Springfield, 382 Mass. at 681; see also Bloom v. 

Sch. Comm. of Springfield, 376 Mass. 35, 42 (1978).  “The 

configuration of the church interior is so freighted 

with religious meaning that it must be considered part 

and parcel of the [church’s] religious worship.”  Soc’y 

of Jesus v. Boston Landmarks Comm’n, 409 Mass. 38, 42 

(1990); see also Taylor v. Town of Cabot, No. 329-6-16, 

at 14 (Vt. Super. Ct. July 1, 2016) (“repairs on any 

internal portions of the church . . . would directly and 

palpably support worship at the [church]”) (attached as 

Addendum 3).  The Proposed Grants would substantially 

aid the Church’s religious functions; that is precisely 

why the Church requested the grants. The trial court 
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simply did not consider this factor, thereby nullifying 

it. 

D. The Proposed Grants Are the Type of Spending That 
the Anti-Aid Amendment Was Intended to Prohibit. 

 

The third Helmes factor is whether the challenged 

spending is contrary to “the history and purpose of the 

[A]nti-[A]id Amendment.” Op. of the Justices, 401 Mass. 

at 1209. The principal purpose of the Amendment was to 

prevent “aid to sectarian institutions.” Springfield, 

382 Mass. at 683. The Church is a quintessentially 

“sectarian institution.”  Modifications to the Anti-Aid 

Amendment were urged in 1917 because the proponents of 

the amendment believed that “liberty of conscience [is] 

infringed whenever a citizen [i]s taxed to support the 

religious institutions of others.”  Id. at 673.  Absent 

an injunction, that is what will happen to these 

Plaintiffs.    

Furthermore, the Anti-Aid Amendment was intended to 

prevent “politically divisive” governmental spending. 

Id. at 683. The Amendment’s framers believed that “to 

promote civic harmony the irritating question of 

religion should be removed from politics as far as 

possible, and with it the unseemly and potentially 

dangerous scramble of religious institutions for public 
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funds in ever-increasing amounts.” Bloom, 376 Mass. at 

39.  In Acton, that scramble is on.7   

Moreover, the criteria purportedly applied by the 

Town are so vague and discretionary, see Town’s Mem. in 

Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. Bartl Aff. (Ref. 

6.3) Ex. 13 at 27, that they invite the intrusion of 

religious biases into the decision, even more so because 

town officials’ recommendations must ultimately be 

approved by a vote of Town citizens, see Town Warrant at 

77–78.  In Taylor v. Town of Cabot, a Vermont court 

struck down a historic-preservation grant to a church, 

explaining: “While the voters may be presumed to cast 

their votes in the best of good faith, they are 

completely unrestricted from exercising that good faith 

with religious motivations.” Addendum 3 at 17.  So too 

here.    

III. PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO A PRELIMINARY 

INJUNCTION 

 

 Once a “Ten Taxpayer” plaintiff demonstrates 

likelihood of success on the merits, the plaintiff is 

entitled to a preliminary injunction if the injunction 

would promote or not adversely affect the public 

interest. LeClair v. Town of Norwell, 430 Mass. 328, 

                                                           
7 Before the 2016 grants to Acton Congregational Church 

and South Acton Congregational Church, in 2013 and 2014 

the Town funded four grants totaling $130,063 to West 

Acton Baptist Church. Pls.’ Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for 

Prelim. Inj. Exs. L at 62, M at 48 (Refs. 6.1, 6.12). 
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331–32 (1999). A preliminary injunction here would 

advance the public interest by preserving the objectives 

of the Anti-Aid Amendment. See Commonwealth v. CRINC, 

392 Mass. 79, 94 (1984). At a minimum, a preliminary 

injunction would not adversely affect the public 

interest. The improvements to be financed by the 

Proposed Grants could be paid for with private funds. If 

the Town ultimately prevails, the improvements could 

still be financed with public money. A mere delay in 

funding will not harm the public.8 

IV. PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO DISCOVERY 

 

 If this Court determines—as it should—that by 

definition this direct aid to the Church violates the 

Anti-Aid Amendment, no discovery is needed.  The same 

holds true if the Helmes factors are deemed satisfied 

simply by recourse to the Church’s letter and 

applications describing the reasons for the Proposed 

Grants and the benefits they confer on the Church.  

Otherwise, to apply the Helmes factors to the Proposed 

Grants, the Plaintiffs are entitled to discovery 

regarding the purpose and impact of the Proposed Grants.   

(6) Statement of Reasons Why Direct Appellate Review Is 

Appropriate 

 

                                                           
8 The trial court properly noted that in a taxpayer suit, 

neither irreparable harm to the plaintiffs nor harm to 

the governmental body are factors in determining whether 

to issue an injunction.  Addendum 2 at 2.   
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The questions presented by this appeal satisfy all 

three criteria of Appellate Rule 11.  Specifically: 

App. R. 11(a)(1):  The issues of law raised in this 

appeal are “questions of first impression or novel 

questions of law which should be submitted for final 

determination to the Supreme Judicial Court.”  There are 

no reported decisions applying the Anti-Aid Amendment to 

a proposed grant of public funds to an active house of 

worship.  None of the cases upon which the Town relies, 

and which the trial court cited in denying the 

preliminary injunction, involved a church or any other 

active house of worship.    

App. R. 11(a)(2):  These questions of law “concern[] the 

Constitution of the Commonwealth.”  They also concern 

the tests that this Court applies when citizens of the 

Commonwealth bring a substantial constitutional 

challenge to government action affecting their 

fundamental rights of religious freedom. 

App. R. 11(a)(3):  These questions are “of such public 

interest that justice requires a final determination by 

the full Supreme Judicial Court.”  According to the Town, 

Acton is one of 161 cities and towns in Massachusetts 

that has accepted the CPA and uses its funding mechanism, 

private entities receive a significant portion of CPA 

funding for historic preservation, and at least 307 

approved CPA projects involved “religious institutions,” 
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including 35 for stained glass windows.  Town’s Mem. in 

Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. (Ref. 6.2) at 8.  

Although Plaintiffs challenge only the two proposed 

grants to the Church, the fundamental question of the 

applicability of the Anti-Aid Amendment to the 

widespread use of CPA funds for religious institutions 

makes this case of broad public interest warranting a 

determination by this Court.  

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs request that 

this Court grant direct review of this appeal. 

Date: January 27, 2017 /s/ Patricia DeJuneas  

Patricia A. DeJuneas 

(BBO #652997) 

Sibbison & Dejuneas 

One McKinley Square 

Boston, MA 02109 

(617) 529-8300 

sdappeals.com 

 

Douglas B. Mishkin* 

Joshua Counts Cumby* 

Venable LLP 

575 7th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20004 

(202) 344-4491 

dbmishkin@Venable.com 

jccumby@Venable.com 

 

Richard B. Katskee* 

Eric Rothschild* 

Americans United for 

Separation of Church and 

State 

1901 L Street, NW, Suite 

400 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

(202) 466-3234 
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katskee@au.org 

erothschild@au.org 

 

Russell S. Chernin (BBO 

#082050) 

390 Main Street 

Worcester, MA 01608 

(508) 753-8118 

loophole25@verizon.net 

 

*Appearing pro hac vice. 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I, Patricia A. DeJuneas, do hereby certify that I 

electronically filed and served a copy of the 

foregoing via the Odyssey e-filing system on this 27th 

day of January, 2017: 

 

      /s/ Patricia DeJuneas 



ADDENDUM 1 

 

To Plaintiffs’ Application for Direct Review in the  

Supreme Judicial Court 
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Public Docket Report

Plaintiff
Friedman, G. Stodel Russell S Chernin

The Slater Building
Acton, MA 01720 The Slater Building

390 Main Street
Suite 659
Worcester, MA 01608
Work Phone (508) 753-8118
Added Date: 07/07/2016

Plaintiff
Gilfix, Daniel

Plaia~tiff
Greene, Maria

Acton, MA 01720

Plaintiff
Levine. Jesse

Acton, MA 01720

Plaintiff
Lunger, Dave

Acton, MA 01720

Plaintiff
Nitschelm, Allen

Acton, MA 01720

Plaintiff
Smyers, Scott

Acton, MA 01720

082050
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Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and
the Community Preservation Committee

Acton, MA 01720

Other interested party
Counts Cumby, Esquire, Joshua
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, Northwest
Washington, DC 20040

Other interested party
Katskee, Esquire, Richard B.
1901 L St, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

Other interested party
Luchenitser, Esquire, Alex J.
1901 L St. NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

~t~±er ~!~~pre~+.A~ ~a~~
Mishkin, Esquire, Douglas B.
Venable LLP
575 7th Street, Northwest
Washington, DC 20004

Private Counsel 279870
Arthur Paul Kreiger
Anderson &Kreiger LLP
Anderson &Kreiger LLP
50 Milk Street
21st Floor
Boston, MA 02109
Work Phone (617) 621-6500
Added Date: 07/15/2016

Private Counsel 668030
Nina LPickering-Cook
Anderson &Kreiger LLP
Anderson &Kreiger LLP
50 Milk Street
21st Floor
Bosfon, ~/IA 02109
Work Phone (617) 621-6500
Added Date: 07/15/2016
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FINANG{AL DETAILS

Date Fees/Fines/Costs Assessed Paid Dismissed Balance

07/07/2016 Civil Filing Fee (per Plaintiff) 240.00 240.00 0.00 0.00

07/07/2016 Civil Security Fee (G.L. c. 262, § 4A) 20.00 20.00 0.00 0.00

07/07/2016 Civil Surcharge (G.L. c. 262, § 4C) 15.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
07/07/2016 Fee for Blank Summons or Writ 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00

(except Writ of Habeas Corpus) MGL
262 sec 4b

Total 280.00 280.00 0.00 0.00

Deposit Accounts) Summary I F;eceie~ed ( AppEied I Checks Paid I Balance

Total
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INFORMATIONAL DOCKET ENTRIES

~ Date ~ Ref ~ Description ~ Judge ~

07/07/2016 Attorney appearance
On this date Russell S Chernin, Esq. added for Plaintiff George Caplan

07/07/2016 Attorney appearance
_ __________________ On this date RussellSChernin, Esq_addedforPlaintiffJimConboy____________________

07/07/2016 Attorney appearance
On this date Russell S Chernin, Esq. added for Plaintiff G. Stodel Friedman

07/07/2016 Case assigned to:

-------------------------------------------------------------------
DCM Track X -Accelerated was added on 07/07/2016 

07/07/2G i ~=r
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 ~rigina~ civ~! ~oj~rp~airf {~~zc. 

07/07/2016
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 Civil action rover sheet filed: t _ 

07/15/2016 3 Party(s) file Stipulation
of Schedule for Responding to Complaint and Briefing on Plaintiffs' Motion
for Preliminary Injunction

Applies To: Caplan, George (Plaintiff); Conboy, Jim (Plaintiff); Friedman,
G. S (Plaintiff; Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the

_ __________________ Communit~r_Preservation Committee_Defendant)_____________________

07/15/2016 Attorney appearance
On this date Arthur Paul Kreiger, Esq. added as Private Counsel for
Defendant Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Communit~_Preservation Committee_-------------------------------------------
07/15/2016 Attorney appearance

On this date Nina LPickering-Cook, Esq. added as Private Counsel for
Defendant Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Communi Preservation Committee

08/09/2016 General correspondence regarding Requirement for filing Pro Hac Vice.
Original signature
The Motion must not be signed by the attorneys who are not part of the
Massachusetts Bar
~,~IC~r~!!:tS C~!74 ~'Dih u~3~;1Pj~S b:'E1C3 ai'c`~ tC uE a aiiii~icr~ ~r0 F7~t:. VlC2

Payment statement from the Board of Bar Overseers -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
08/10/2016 4 Summons, returned SERVED

Accepted Service by Email on July 7,2016

Applies To: Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
_ __________________ Community_Preservation Committee_Defendant)__________________________________

08/10/2016 5 Russell S Chernin, Esq.'s MOTION to admit counsel pro hac vice:
Douglas B. Mishkin, Joshua Counts Cumby, Richard B. Katskee and Alex
J. Luchenitser as Co-Counsels for Plaintiffs -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

08/10/2016 5.1 Opposition to Plaintiffs' MOTION to admit counsel pro hac vice: Douglas
B. Mishkin, Joshua Counts Cumby, Richard B. Katskee and Alex J.
Luchenitser as Co-Counsels for Plaintiffs filed by

Applies To: Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
Community Preservation Committee (Defendant)
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08/10/2016 5.2 Brief filed: Reply
Plaintiffs' Reply in support of Motion to Admission Pro Hac Vice with copy
of Statement for the Board of Bar Overseers attached

Applies To: Caplan, George (Plaintiff); Conboy, Jim (Plaintiff); Friedman,

---------------- 
G._S (Plaintiff)--------------------------------------------------

08/15/2016 Endorsement on Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice (#5.0): ALLOWED Krupp
After review, ALLOWED. The fact that four lawyers are being admitted pro
hac vice says nothing about whether any or all are
necessary, will add value, or will be entitled to fees if plaintiffs prevail.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Peter_B._Krupp, Justice)_Dated 8/12/16 and copies mailed 8/15/16_ --------------------
08/15/2016 7 Pariy(s) file Stipulation

"Stipulation of schedule for respondi;zg to complaint and briefing o~i
~laintii~s' motion for preliminary injunction"

Applies To: Caplan, George (Plaintiff); Conboy, Jim (PlaintifF~; Friedman,
G. S (Plaintiff); Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the

_ __________________ Communit~r_Preservation Committee_Defendant)__________________________________

08/15/2016 6 Plaintiff George Caplan's Motion for
_ _________ Preliminar~r_Injunction, Hearing Requested_______________________________________

08/15/2016 6.1 George Caplan's Memorandum in support of
_ __________ Motionfor_Preliminarylnjunction,_HearingRequested ______________________________

08/15/2016 6.2 Town Of Acton,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the Community
Preservation Committee's Memorandum in opposition to
Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

08/15/2016 6.3 Affidavit of Roland Bartl

08/15/2016 6.4 Affidavit of Andrew W. Fowler

08/15/2016 6.5 Affidavit of Stauart Saginor

08/15/2016
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.6 Affidavit of Paul Holtz 

08/15/2016 6.7 Affidavit of Kathleen Colleary

08/15/2016 6.8 Plaintiff George Caplan's Request for
Leave To File A 10-Page Reply In Support O.f M~ti~~ For Pre~im~na ;~

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Injunction 

08/15/2016 6.9 Brief filed: Reply
In Support Of Motion For Preliminary Injunction

------------------- AppliesTo:_Caplan, George(Plaintiff)-------------------------------------------

08/15/2016 6.11 Affidavit of Thomasina Weaver -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

08/15/2016 6.12 List of exhibits

AThrough N

_ __________________ AppliesTo:_Caplan, George(Plaintiff)__________________________

09/01/2016 8 Defendant Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
Community Preservation Committee's Motion for
Protective Order to Stay Discovery____________________________
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09/01/2016 8.1 Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Protective Order to Stay Discovery
filed by George Caplan, Jim Conboy, G. S Friedman, Daniel Gilfix, Maria
Greene, Jesse Levine, Dave Lunger, Allen Nitschelm, Scott Smyers,
William Alstrom, Jennifer Brown, David Caplan 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
09/01/2016 8.2 Affidavit of Roland Bartl Planning Director for the Town of Acton

Applies To: Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Communi Preservation Committee Defendant

09/01/2016 8.4 Affidavit of compliance with Superior Court Rule 9A

Applies To: Pickering-Cook, Esq., Nina L (Attorney) on behalf of Town Of
Acton,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the Community Preservation
Commit#ee (Defendant)

09/02/2016 8.3 (~espons~ to to Plaintiff's Opposition to the Touvn's Motion for Protective
order to Stay Discovery filed by Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its
instrumentalities and the Community Preservation~Committee

Applies To: Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Communit~r_Preservation Committee_(Defendant~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -------------------------

09/14/2016 Event Result: Kern
The following event: Hearing on Preliminary Injunction scheduled for
09/14/2016 02:00 PM has been resulted as follows:
Result: Held as Scheduled -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

09/20/2016 Endorsement on Motion for protective order to stay discovery (#8.0): Kern
ALLOWED
for the reasons stated herein and in defendant's reply. Dated 9/14/16.
Notices mailed 9/20/16.

09/20/2016 9 MEMORANDUM &ORDER: Kern

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION (See scanned image - 4 pages):
ORDER: For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary

_ _ Injunction is DENIED._Dated_9/16/16. Copies _mailed_9/20/16._ _ _

10/20/2016 10 Plaintiffs Notice of Appeal from the Court's September 16, 2016, Order
denying their motion for a ~relfirinary inju~ct~or. anu the court's allowance
of the Town's motion for a protective order staying discovery. The Order
denying plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction was entered on the
docket on September 20, 2016.

10/20/2016 11 Certification/Copy of Letter of transcript ordered from Court Reporter
_ __________________ 09/14/2016_02:00 PM Hearing on Preliminary Injunction_____________________________

10/20/2016 Copy of Notice of Appeal mailed to all counsel of record.

Applies To: Mishkin, Esquire, Douglas B. (Other interested party); Counts
Cumby, Esquire, Joshua (Other interested party); Luchenitser, Esquire,
Alex J. (Other interested party); Katskee, Esquire, Richard B. (Other
interested party); Kreiger, Esq., Arthur Paul (Attorney) on behalf of Town
Of Acton inclusive of its instrumentalities and the Community Preservation
Committee (Defendant); Chernin, Esq., Russell S (Attorney} on behalf of
Caplan, George (Plaintiff); Pickering-Cook, Esq., Nina L (Attorney) on
behalf of Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the
Community Preservation Committee (Defendant)
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10/28/2016 12 ~D' of Transcript of 09/14/2016 02:00 PM Hearing on Preliminary Injunction
. _ _ _ _ _ ~------------- received from Rosemar~r_Matchak. _ 

--------------------------------------------
1.0/31/2016 13 Court received Letter from Atty. Joshua Cumby, counsel for plaintiffs,

related to appeal
Consistent with the Notice of Appeal filed received on October 25, 2016,
and Appellate Rule 8(b)(1), Plaintiffs write to inform you that they. have
ordered and original transcript of the September 14, 2016, hearing on their
motion for preliminary injunction. The transcript was mailed by the court
reporter from Seal Harbor, Maine, on October 20, 2016, via .First Class
Mail. One you receive the transcript, Plaintiffs will request that you
assemble the record for appeal The transcript of the September 14 hearing

_ __________________ is theonl~_transcr"ptthat_willbeincludedintherecordonappeal.________

11/18/2016 .14 Court received Letter from Pitt aoshua Cumby, counsel for plaintiffs,
related to appeal
Consistent with the Notice of Appeal filed received on' October 25, 2016,
and appellate rule 8(b)(1), plaintiffs write to inform you that the U.S. Postal
Service delivered an original transcript of the September 14, 2016; hearing
on plaintiffs'. motion for a preliminary injunction to the Superior Court on
Friday, October 28, 2016 (File Ref Nbr. 12). PlaintifFs now request that you
assemble the record for appeal and transmit the record to the Appeals
Court. The transcript of the September 14 hearing is the only transcript that
will be included in the record on appeal. Consistent with Appellate Rule 18,

_ _________ thepartiesareconferringonthecontentsoftheappendix____________________________

11/21/2016 15 AfFdavit of Kathleen Colleary

12/06/2016 16 Appeal: notice of assembly of record sent to Counsel r

Applies To: Mishkin, Esquire, Douglas B. (Other interested party); Counts
Cumby, Esquire, Joshua (Other interested party); Luchenitser, Esquire,
Alex J. (Other interested party); Katskee, Esquire, Richard B. (Other
interested partyJ; Kreiger, Esq., Arthur Paul (Attorney) on behalf of Town
Of Acton inclusive of its instrumentalities and the Community Preservation
Committee (Defendant); Chernin, Esq., Russell S (Attorney) oti behalf of
Caplan, George (Plaintiff); Pickering-Gook, Esq., Nina L (Attorney) on
behalf of Town Of Acton ,inclusive of its instrumentalities and the

_ __________________ Community_Preservation Committee_(Defendant___________________ ---------------
12/06/2016 17 Notice to Clerk of the Appeals Court of Assembly of f~eccrd 
----------------=--------------------------------------
12/19/2016 18 Appeal entered in Appeals Court on 12/14/2016 docket number A.C.

2016-P-1675.

MIDDLESEX, SS. Corr~nonwecrl~h of 1Vlcr~sachu~etts
SUPERIOR COURT DEPARTMENT OF THE 'TI~iAL COURT

In testimony that the foregoing is a true copy on file
and of record made by photographic. process, I hereunto
set my hand and affiz the seal of said Superior Court
this Seventee,~►th day of January,~417. n

Deputy Assistant Clerk
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To Plaintiffs’ Application for Direct Review in the  
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To Plaintiffs’ Application for Direct Review in the  

Supreme Judicial Court 












































